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Façade Generator 

The Façade Generator Dynamo graph was created by the Autodesk Project Fractal team during the summer 

of 2016. The following introduction describes procedures for employing the graph to generate multiple 

façade design options from imported SAT geometry and Project Fractal. This introduction supplemented by 

Dynamo codeblock comments and notes in the Dynamo graph. 

Color Coding 

To facilitate the visual understanding of the graph, sections have been color coded. 

 

 
 

Inputs  

Includes the primary graph inputs used for exploration in Project Fractal. 
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Façade Configuration Sections 

These graphs include codeblocks that build the geometry of façade design.  They are situated in the 

middle of the graph. 

 
 

Output Geometries 

These graph sections create geometry including floors, windows shading devices and façade 

elements. These are extracted for ease of customizing representation and are used in energy 

simulation. 

 
 

Secondary Geometries 

Intermediate geometry created at various different stages of design and used downstream. 
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Geometric Utilities 

These code blocks provide geometric functions called from geometric creation sections of the graph 
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Energy Node Inputs 

This section calculates inputs for energy analysis. 

 
 

Outputs 

These graph sections calculate the outputs used in Project Fractal for evaluation.  
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Creating Façade Geometry 

Building Shell Geometry 

Building shell geometry is imported to the graph as an SAT file. 

 

  

Floor Plate Creation 

This graph section creates floor plates at each story level by intersecting the building shell with 

horizontal planes. This section first creates a vertical line the upward from point (0,0,0) to the 

calculated height of the  building and subsequently relocates its origin to the top of the first story. 

This section then creates planes at the height of each floor and intersects the building shell with 

these planes to arrive at a floor plate for the current level. 
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First Story Creation 

Creates building's first story by extruding the second story to the datum. 

 
 

Façade Section Creation 

This region of the graph uses the generated floor plates to loft the building shell between every pair 

of floor plates. These building shell sections will be tessellated to create windows and facade 

elements. The output is a flat list of all façade sections created between every pair of floor plates of 

the building on each side. 
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Tessellate Façade Sections 

This region of the graph tessellates façade sections according to the quantity of window bays set in 

the corresponding slider input. 

Steps 

1. Finds the lower horizontal side of the facade section. 

2. Calculates the width of the current facade section calculates window quantity from input 

window width. 

3. Nested loops create four tesselation points for each facade section {P1,P2,P3,P4}.  

4. Output is a matrix (var[][]) of tesselation points which will be used to create facade modules. 

 
 

Façade Module Curve Creation 

This region of the graph uses the tessellation point matrix to create polycurves for each façade 

module. The output is the facade module perimeter curves and surfaces. 
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Façade Module List Creation 

This section of the graph creates a matrix of facade modules for each floor 

 
 

Compass Creation 

This region of the graph creates an arbitrary compass with four orthogonal vectors representing the 

cardinal directions of North, South, East and West and assigns the respective window-to-wall ratios 

to the four vectors.  

Outputs a list of directions and associated window-to-wall ratios for these four vectors. 
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Window Creation 

Determines the cardinal direction of each facade module and creates windows sized according to the 

respective directional window-to-wall ratio input. 

Steps 

1. Determines the normal vector for each facade module. 

2. The angle between the normal of each facade module and each cardinal vector is calculated. 

An angle less than 45 degrees assigns the nearest cardinal direction to the current facade 

module and the associated WWR is respected for the module 

3. Creates the window for each facade module.  

4. Creates inputs required for energy prediction. 

5. Windows are moved to the interior of the building shell creating the window framework 

according to the input "WindowMoveDist” value. 

Outputs a list of relevant surface areas assigned to each cardinal direction. 

 
 

Wall Creation 

This section of the graph creates wall geometry from previous calculations of facade module and 

window geometry. 
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Façade Element Creation 

At this stage the building shell is tessellated into façade modules according to the direction and size 

of the windows stored in a matrix with the associated floor level.  
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Geometric Utilities 

 
 

The Geometric Utilities section of the graph are Design Script functions created for certain 

geometric operations  

SurfaceNormalDirectionCkecker: Due to a known Dynamo issue, the direction of the normal of 

some façade modules derived from curved surfaces may randomly reverse. This utility checks if the 

normal of each surface is correct by checking the intersection of the façade module normal and a 

curve offset outward from the building shell.  

VectorAngleChecker: Calculates the angle between the façade module normal and building shell 

normal at each corner point and chooses the correct normal for each facade module.  
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Predict Energy Use 
This stage of the graph employs the experimental Autodesk EnergyPredictML package, linking 
Dynamo to a temporary energy use prediction service whose accurate output is confined to the San 
Francisco weather station, and which may be discontinued at any time. 

The experimental service uses the geometry information of the generated model to predict the 
energy performance of the represented building in kBTU. 

Preparing Input Parameters 

Building design parameters to be included in the regression model were identified based on their 
architectural relevance and their potential impact on building energy use after a machine learning 
study of all past Insight 360 results. 

Calculate Wall Parameters 

A list of all walls in the generated model is linked to MLParams.CalculateWallParams which 
calculates these parameters in an ordered list: 

 Total Wall Area 
 Total Wall Area x Wall Height 
 Wall Area (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) 
 Wall Area x Wall Height (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) 

  
Calculate Window Parameters 

A list of all windows in the generated model is linked to MLParams.CalculateWindowParams which 
calculates these parameters in an ordered list: 

 Total Window Area 
 Total Window Area x Wall Height 
 Window Area (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) 
 Window Area x Wall Height (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) 
 Window U-Value Weighted (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) 
 Window SHGC Weighted (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) 

The weighted average for U-Value and Solar Heat Gain Coefficient are calculated using these 
equations: 

(SUM(U-value * Window Area ))/Total Window Area 

(SUM(SHGC * Window Area ))/Total Window Area  
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Calculate Roof, Floor, Shade Parameters 

The list of all Roofs, Floors, and Shading devices in the generated model is linked to 
MLParams.CalculateRoofParams, MLParams.CalculateFloorParams, and 
MLParams.CalculateShadeParams to calculate these parameters in an ordered list: 

 Total Roof Area 
 Total Roof Area x Roof Height 
 Total Raised Floor Area 
 Total Raised Floor Area x Floor Height 
 Total Interior Floor Area 
 Total Underground Slab Area 
 Total Interior Floor Area x Floor Height 
 Total Shade Area 

Predicting Energy Use (KBTU) 

The MLPredict.PredictEnergy nodes connects to the corresponding experimental Autodesk services 
to predict building energy use in kBTU. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


